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WING-BODY CCMBINATION 
By  Francis G. Morgan,  Jr. and Melvin M. Carme1 
An investigation has been  made  to  determine the effects of taper 
ratio,  body  indentation,  fixed  transition, and -??body shape on the 
transonic  aercdynmic  characteristics of a 450 sweptback wing-body con- 
biaation  having an aspect  ratio of 4. The results  were  obtained in the 
Langley  %foot  transonic  tunnel  at  Mach  nmibers f r o m  0.80 to 1.15, angles 
of attack from 00 -t;O X0, and Reynolds ntmibers varying from 1.80 x 106 
to 2.00 X;l& based on the mean aerodynamic  chord of the  wings. 
The  results show that  the  low-taper-ratio  wfng has the greater 
drag coefficients  at  zero  lift  above a Mach rider of 0.93 and also the 
hlgher  incremental  zero-lift  drag-rise  coefficients. Body indentation, 
however,  essentia-  elfminates  these  adverse  effects of lower taper 
ratio.  Furthermore,  at a Mach nzrmber of LOO, body indentation leads 
to an increase in maximum l i f t 4 r a g  ratio of 40 percent for the low- 
taper-ratio wiw and an increase of 30 percent  for  the  higher-taper- 
ratio wTng. Although  the data are  not  conclusive,  it  is  possible  that 
there is little  effect  from  increasing  the region of turbulent fl4w on 
the  effect of indentation on the  zero-llft  drag-rise  coefficients., The 
boattailed body has greater  wing-body  interference than does the wing- 
body conibination  Kith  the  cylindrical  body.  However, body indentatton 
reduces t h i s  difference In wing-body  interference beween the two bodies. 
No appreciable  changes in pitch-up  occur  with  the  use  of body indentation. 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
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Designers of transonic and low supersonic  speed  aircraft  are  currently 
showing interest in the  performance of low-taper-ratio wings because of 
the  increased  strength  derived from lowering  the  taper  ratio  while  keeping 
the other wing variables  constant.  At  the  present  tbne,  little  data are 
available on the  effect of such  reductions  in  taper  ratio on he  aero- 
dynamic  characteristics of wing-body  conibinations in the  transonic  speed 
range.  Since  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule of reference 1 shows that  body 
indentation  effects a reduction in drag  rise  at  zero  lift for wing-body 
combinations  near  the  speed of sound, it was deemed  advisable to determine 
the  effect of body  indentation on models  with  different  taper  ratio. 
Up to the  present  time,  nearly  all  investigations  of  indentation have 
been  made with wing-body  configurations on which extensive  regions of 
laminar f low have  been  present.  Since  the- end result of body  indentation 
is f o r  use-on full-scale  aircraft,  it  is  important  to  ascertain  the  effec- 
tiveness of body indentation  for a condition for which  the flow is pri- 
marily  turbulent. An attempt was made  to  ascertain  the  effect of this 
predominantly  turbulent flow. 
With  these  problems inmind, the  subject  investigation vas initiated 
in the -ley 8-foot  transonic  tunnel. In addition, the t e s t  program 
supplied  infommtion on the  effects  of  changing  afterbody shape. The 
results  were  obtained  at  Mach  nurdbers from 0.80 to 1.15, angles of attack 
from 00 to l2O, and Reynolds  naibers from 1.80 X 106 to 2.00 x 106 based 
on the mean aerodynamic  chord  of  the wings. 
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SYMBOLS 
mean aeroaynamic  chord 
drag  coefficient 
zero-lift  drag  coefficient 
a 0  zero-lift  drag-rise  coefficient 
CDcpo.3 - %&& incremental drag coefficient  between lift 
coefficients of 0 asd 0.3 
CL lift  coefficient 
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pb 
. PO 
slope of the  lift  curve  between CL = 0 and 
C L  = 0.2 
lift  coefficient  at  whlch  pitch-up  occurs 
pitching-moment  coefficient  about  the  0.23-chord 
point  of E 
slope of pitching-moment cuye between CL = 0 
ana CL = 0.2 
drag,  Ib 
lift, Ib 
maximum lift-drag  ratio 
Mach  number 
angle  of  attack,  deg 
taper  ratio 
base  static  pressure 
free-stream  static  pressure 
free-stream  dynamic  pressure 
base  pressure  coefficient, % - Po 
The  subject  tests  were  conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic 
tunnel  which  is a dodecagoaal,  single-return,  slotted  wind  tunnel  designed 
to obtain aerodynamic  data through the  speed of sound without the usual 
choking  and  blockage  effects  associated xi h a conventional  closed-throat 
type  of wind tunnel.  The".tunnel  operates  at  atmospheric  s-tagnation  pres- 
sures. A more detailed  description of this tunnel may be found in 
reference 2. 
I 
4 
Configurations 
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The low-taper-ratio w i n g  tested  has 450 sweepback of the  0.25-chord 
line, an aspect  ratio of 4, a taper  ratio of 0.3, and NACA 65~006 airfoil 
sections  parallel  to  the  model  plane  of  symmetry. This wing  is of solid 
aluminum-alloy  construction  and  is  similar  to  that used in reference 3. 
The  other wing tested has the same geometric  characteristics  as  the  first 
wing  except  that  the  taper  ratio  is 0.6. It is of solid  steel  construc- 
tion. B o t h  wings  were  tested  as  midwing  configurations. The body was 
originally  the  cylindrical  body  of  referehce 4. This  body was modified 
in  such a way that  the  cylindrical  portion  extended  rearward only 4 inches 
from  the  forebody  and the afterbody was boattailed to an overall  body 
length  of 41.25 inches.  Dimensional  details  for  the  wing-body  co&ina- 
t i o m  tested may be found in  figure 1. 
The outer portion  of  the  body was made  of  detachable,  wood-impregnated 
plastic  between  stations 22.5 and 36.9 inches  aft  of  the  model  nose. In 
order  to  ascertain  the  effects of body  indentation  on  wing-body  confbina- 
tions W L t h  varied wing taper  ratios, an additional  body  was  made  for  each 
wing in a manner  such  that  the  axial  cross-sectional  area  development of 
each wing-body conkination was the same as  that  for  the  basic  body  alone. 
Still  another body was tested  consisting of the  basic  body  with a symmet- 
rical  bump  simulating  the  axial  cross-sectional  area  development  of  the 
low-aspect-ratio-wlng-body cohination.  Ordinates  for  these  test  bodies 
may  be  found  in  table I, and  the  axial  cross-sectional  area  developments 
for  all  test  configurations m y  be  found i n  figure 2. 
In order  to  investigate  the  effect of fixed  transition,  1/8-inch 
carborndm strips were placed  at 10 percent of the wing Cmrd (upper 
and  lower  surface) and around the  periphery of the  body  at  position 
1/4 inch  forward of the maxirmrm diameter.  However,  these  strips were 
blown off  of  the  basic  configuration  during  the  testing,  and a repeat 
run was unavailable. 
The  model was attached to the  forward  end of an internal  electrical 
strain-gage  balance. '$!hie balance was attached, by mans of a sting,  to 
the  tunnel  central  snpport  system. 
Measurements  and  Accuracy 
The  average  free-stream  Mach  nuniber was determined to within kO.003 
f r o m  a calibration with respect tu the  pressure  in  the  chanker  surrounding 
the  slotted  test  section. 
The  accuracy of the  lift, drag, and  pitching-moment  coefficients, 
based on calibration  and  the  reproducibility  of  the  data,  is  believed to
be  within f0.01, ~0.001, and f0.002, respectively. 
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The  drag  data  have  been adjusted for  base  pressure  such  that  the 
drag  corresponds  to  conditions  for  which  the  body  base  pressure  would  be 
equal  to  the  free-stream  static  pressure. - 
No basic data were  obtained  between  MELch nmtibers of 1.03 and 1.15 
because  of  tunnel-wall  shock-reflection  effects (ref. 5 ) .  Unpresented 
schlieren data f r o m  the  present  test indicate that  there  would  be  little 
effect  of  tunnel-wall  shock  reflection on the drag data at M = 1.15. 
On all  cross-plotted ata, however,  the  data  between M = 1.03 and 
M = 1.15 were  connected w i t h  an arbi-t;rary  fairing. 
The angle  of  attack  of  the mdelwas measured by a pendulum-type 
accelerometer  mounted in the  model  nose. This instrument,  at a relatively 
constant  temperature,  measured  angles within f0.02O. Because of the large 
temperature  changes  that  occur  during  tests throughout the Mach nlxniber 
range,  however,  the  zero  of  the  instrument  varied..  Therefore,  the 
readings of this instrument  were  checked  at an angle of attack  of 00 by 
a selsyn unit,  which  is  insensitive to temperature  variation,  installed 
at  the  pivot  point f he  mechanism  that changed the  angle of attack. 
The  accuracy  of  this  device at this  condition  was 20.05. The overall 
accuracy was f o . l P .  
PRFSmATION OF FBSUIE'S 
The  variation  of angle of attack,  drag  coefficient, and pitching- 
moment  coefficient  with  lift  coefficient  for alof the  wing-body  con- 
figurations  of  the  subject  investigation  are  presented in figures 3 to 5. 
tion  may  be  found I  figure 6 .  The variations  of drag, incremental  drag- 
rise  coefficient,  drag  due to lift, and maximum lift-drag  ratio w i t h  Mach 
number  are  found in figures 7 to 1'7. The b d y  used to simulate  the axia l  
cross-sectional area of  the low-taper-ratio-KLng-body configuration and 
the  basic  body  alone  were test d only at  zero-lift  conditions, as shown 
in figures 7 and 1l. The variation of lift-curve  slope,  pitching-moment- 
c m e  slope,  and  lift  coefficient  for  pitch-up  with  Mach nrmiber are  shown 
in  figures 18 and 19. 
.. 
1 The correspondtng base pressure coefficients for the subject investiga- 
In order to facilitate  presentation of the  data,  staggered  scales 
have  been  used  in marry figures, and, therefore,  care should be taken in 
identifying  the  zero axis for  each  curve. 
Reference to wings in  this  discussion  refers#to data presented  for 
wing-body  configurations. 
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DISCUSSION 
Drag  Characteristics 
Taper-ratio  effects.-  The  variations  of  drag  coefficient  with  Mach 
number f o r  the two wings  tested on the  basic  body  are  shown'in  figure 7. 
In the  Mach  number  range  below 0.93, the  zero-lift-  drag-coefficient  values 
are  the same for  both  the  low-taper-ratio  wing  and  the  higher-taper-ratio 
wing. These  values  are  approximately  the  same as those  presented in 
reference 3 for similar wings on a different  body.  The  slight differ- 
ences  which do exist are within  the  experimental  accuracy of the two sets - 
of data.  Figure 7 also shows  that  the  drag  coefficients,  for  the 0.3 l if t ;  
condition, are slightly  higher  throughout  the  Mach  nuuiber  range  for  the 
low-taper-ratio w i n g .  Above a Mach  nuniber  of 0.96, this  difference is 
approximately  the same as  that  for the zero-lifit-  condition.. 
. -  
" 
. .. . .. . . .  
Figure 8 shows  that  the  low-taper-ratio  wing  ha6  higher  incremental 
drag-rise  coefficient  values  above a Mach  number  of 0.93 than does the 
higher-taper-ratio  wing.  At a Mach  number of -1.00, the  drag-rise 'klue 
for  the  low-taper-ratio  wing i s  32 percent  higher  than  for  the  higher- 
taper-ratio wing. This  increase  is  in  qualitative  agreement  with  the 
transonic  drag-rise  niLe  (ref. 1) since, as is  .shorn.  in  figure 2, the 
low-taper-ratio wing has both  the greater maximum area and the  more  abrupt 
cross-sectional  area  development. 
Vp to a Mach  nuuiper  of 1.00 the  low-taper-ratio  wing $as higher 
incremental  drag  coefficients  due  to l i f t  than  does  the  hLgher-taper-ratio 
wing  (fig. 9 )  . Above a Mach  n&ber of 1.00, the  higher-taper-ratio w i n g  
has the higher increFntaldrag coefficients. These differences, however, " 
are  generally  within-the  experimental  accuracies  of  these  data. 
s 
The maximum lift-drag  ratios (fig. 10) for  the  low-taper-ratio  wing 
are lower  throughout  the  test  Mach  nuniber  range  than  those  for  the  higher- 
taper-ratio  wing. 
In order  to  determine  whether  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule is effec- 
tive in correlating  the drag rise  of  the  low-taper-ratio whg, a body of 
revolution w i t h  the same axial cross-sectional  area  distribution as the 
low-taper-ratio-wing-body  configuration was teste&. The drag-rise  coef- 
ficient was less throughout the  transonic  speed  range  for  the  equivalent 
body  (fig. 11). At -a Mach  number of 1.00 the  value was 35 .percent  lower. .
This value of 35 percent  at M = 1.0 compares  favorably with the  per- 
centage  difference  between.the higher-taper-ratio-wFng-body conibination 
and its  equivalent  body of reference 1. . .  
. .  . .  
mfluence  of body indentation.- From figures 12 and 13, it may be 
seen  that  indenting  the body for  the  low-taper-ratio wing reduces  the 
. 
drag  coefficient and incremental  drag-rise  coefficient  values  more  in 
the  transonic  speed  range  than a similar  Indentation  for  the  higher- 
taper-ratio  wing.  The  drag-rise  coefficients  for  the  two  indented co - 
figurations  are  approximately  the same within  the  limits  of  experimental 
accuracy  throughout  the  entire  test  Mach  rumiber  range. Thm, the  adverse 
effect on the  zero-lift  drag  rise  of  lowering  the taper ratio  is  essen- 
tially  eliminated  by  body  indentation. 
I 
Figure 14 shows  that b d y  indentation has little  effect  on  the  incre- 
mental drag coefficient  due  to lift between lift coefficients  of 0 and 0.3 
for  either  the  low-taper-ratio or high-taper-ratio Kings except in the 
critical  Mach  number  range  around 0.96, where  the  Incr-tal  drag  coef- 
ficient  amounts  to 0.004 for the  low-taper-ratio w i n g  and 0.003 for  the 
higher-taper-ratio wing. Figure 15 shows that maximum lift-drag ratios 
are  increased  for  both wings by  indentation.  At  Mach  number of 1.00, 
body  indentation leads to an increase Fn maximum l i f t - d r a g  ratio of 
4 0  percent for the  low-taper-ratio w i n g  and an increase of 30 percent  for 
the  higher-taper-ratio w i n g .  
Effect  of  transition  on  draR  rise.-  Nearly all of the  investigations 
of  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule  have  been  made w i t h  wing-body  configura- 
tions for-which extensive  regions  of  laminar  flow  were  prevalent.  One  of 
the  questions  arising  from  this  type  of  investigation  concerns  the  effec- 
tiveness  of  body  indentation  when  there  are  extensive  regiona of turbu- 
Lent  flow  present. (such flow  is  genera-  fauna on =-scale  aircraft.) 
The  incrementai  drag-rise  coefficient  results  for  the  indented  wing-body 
configuration  wlth  fixed  transition  are shown in  figure 16, compared  with 
results  for  the BW wing-body  configuration  Kfthout  fixed  transition. 
A comparison of the  results  tends to show  that flxhg transition  in  the 
up to a Mach  number of 1-00, and at Mach nlndbers  of 1.03 and 1.15 the 
effects  were small. 
0 
.. manner employed herein did not affect the drag-rise coefficient =lues 
Two tests  were  made  with  the  low-taper-ratio  wing n the basic  body 
with both  configurations havlng the sane visible  surface  conditions. 
However,  there was a drag-coefficient  differential  between  the  two  tests 
of 0.0025 at subsonic  Mach  nunibers.  Unpublished ata. from  the  Langley 
low turbulence  pressure tunnel for this same mdel show a similar  drag 
differential  caused  by fixing the  transition  at  the stme chordwise  posi- 
tion  as  was  used on the  indented wing-body configuration  of  this t e s t .  
It  is  therefore  possible  that  the  additional drag for one  of the basic 
configurations  tested in the  8-foot  transonic  tunnel  was  due to some sur- 
face  condition  which  caused  transition o mve forward on the wing. If 
this  assumption is true, the  ccmpparison  of the incremental  drag-rise 
coefficients  (fig. 16) tends  to  indicate  that  there  are no effects  of 
transition  on the drag-rise  coefficient  values of the  basic  configura- 
tion. This also leads  to  the  possible  assumption  that  transition has 
little  effect on the  effectiveness  of  body  indentation on the  zero-lift 
drag-rise  coefficient  values. 
8 
Effect  of  afterbody  shape.-  Tests  of the effects  of bdy indentation 
with  the  higher-taper-ratio  ying  have  previously  been  made  with a body 
that  differed f r o m  the  present  body  in  that  it  had a cylindrical  after- 
body  (ref. 4). This type of body was previously used in order  to  reduce 
adverse  wing-body  interference,  and lso to  reduce  the  effects  of  tunnel- 
wall  shock  reflection the  drag  at  zero  lift  for  the maximum obtabable 
Mach  nmiber.  The  boattailed  afterbody,  however,  is mre nearly  like  the 
bodies  being  used on present-day  operational  aircraft.  Therefore,  it is 
believed  desirable  to  present a comparison of the  effects  of  body  inden- 
tation on wing-body  interference  for  the two basic  body shapes. The drag- 
coefficient  curves on figure 17 are for  the  wing-body  configuration  drag 
coefficients minus the  basic  body  alone  drag  coefficients. It must be 
pointed  out  that  these  data  may  not  be  exactly  carqparable  due to possible 
small  sting  interference on the wing and the  effect of the  wing on the 
base  pressure.  It  is  felt,  however,  that some idea  of  the  relative  merits 
of the  two  afterbody  shapes  may  be  obtxined. 
A camparison of the  curves on figure 17 shows  that  the  drag  values , , 
for  the wing plus  wing-body  interference  of  the  boattailed  configuration 
at  Mach  nmibers  above 0.95 are  greater than those  for  the  cylindrical 
body  of  reference 1. At a Mach  nmiber  of 1.00, the drag coefficients  for 
the  two  basic  configurations  differ by o.OO48. It may also  be  seen  from 
figure 1.7 that  body  indentation  considerably  reduces  the  wing-body  inter- 
ference  in  the  transonic  speed range. At  subsonic  Mach  numbers,  the  dif- 
ferences in wing-body  interference,  for.the two wings with  and  without 
indentation,  are  approximately  the.sasle within experimental.accwacies. 
Lift  and  Stability  Characteristics 
The slope  of  the  lift  curve  (fig. 18) is  less  throughout  the  entire 
Mach  number  range  for  the  low-taper-ratio wing than for  the  higher-taper- 
ratio  wing on the  basic  body.  When  the  bodies  were  indented,  both w i n g s  
had  essentially  the  same  lift-curve  slope  except in the Mach  number  range 
from  about 0.9 to 1.00. In this range  the  low-taper-ratio  wing has the 
higher  values. 
The  variation  of  pitching-moment-curve slope with  Mach  nuniber  (fig. 18) 
is  approximately  the same for  both  basic  configurations,  although  the low- 
taper-ratio wing is  more stAble throughout the  entire  test Mach number 
range.  The  trend  of the results shows that  body  indentation  decreases  the 
longitudinal  stability  of  the  low-taper-ratio w i n g  up to a Mach nurriber of 
1.10 and  up  to a Mach  nmiber. of 1. C% for  the  higher-taper-ratio w ng. 
Above  these  Mach  nunhers  body  indentation  effects  increases  longitudi- 
nal  stability.  Figure.19  shows  that,  at  sfisonic  speeds,  the  lift  coeffi- 
cient  at  which  pitch-up  occurs is appromdmately 0.1 lower for  the  low- 
taper-ratio w3ng than for  the  higher-taper-ratio wing. The  trend  of  the 
basic  data  shows  that  above 8 Mach  number  of 1.00, the  lift  coefficient 
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at  which  pitch-up  occurs  for  the  low-taper-ratio wing approaches  that 
for  the  higher-taper-ratio  wing. No appreciable changes in pitch-ug 
characteristics  occurred  with  the  use of body  indentation. 
A transonic  wind-tunnel  Investigation of the  effects  of  taper-ratio 
variation  on  the  aerodynamic  characteristics of a 450 sweptback  wing-body 
conibination  shows  that  the  low-taper-ratio wing has the  greater drag 
coefficients  at  zero  lift  above  Mach number  of 0.93 and also the  higher 
incremental  zero-lift  drag-rise  coefficients. Upon indenting the  bodies, 
the  adverse  effect on drag coefficient and incrkntal drag rise,  caused 
by  lowering  the  taper  ratio,  is  essentially  eliminated.  Furthermore,  at 
a Mach  number  of 1.00, bow indentation leads to an increase in maximum 
lif$-drag  ratios of 40 percent  for  the  law-taper-ratio WFng and an increase 
of 30 percent  for  the  hjgher-taper-ratio wing. Although  the  data  are  not 
conclusive, it is  possible  that  there  is  little  effect from increasing 
the  region  of  turbulent  flow on the effect of indentation on the  zero- 
lift  drag-rise  coefficients. 
* .  
A configuration  with a boattailed b&y has  greater  wing-body  inter- 
ference drag than  the same configuration w i t h  a cylindrical body.’ How- 
ever,  body  indentation  considerably  reduces this difference in wing-body 
interference  between  the  boattailed and cylindrical  bodies in the  transonic 
m speed  range. 
No appreciable changes in  pitch-up  occur with the w e  of  body 
indentation. 
Langley Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National Advisory Comdttee for  Aeronautics, 
Langley  Field,  Va.,  January 5, 19%. 
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(&) Wing-body  configuration with taper ratio of 0.3. 
. .  .. . 
(b) Wing-body configuration with taper ratio of 0.6. 
Figure 1.- Wing-body  configurations used in investigation. All dimensions 
a r e  in inches. 
” 
. .  
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Figure 2.- Axial cross-sectional area aevelapment of wing-body configurations 
tested. 
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(a) w e  ~f attack. 
Mgure 3.- Aerodymmic characteristicE of the basic wing-body ccmibinations. 
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(b) Drag coefficient. 
Figure 3.-  Continued. 
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Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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(a) Angle of attack. 
Figure 4.- Aerodynamic characterlstlcs of the indented wing-body 
combinatlorn . 
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(b) Drag coefficient. 
Figure 4 .- Continued. 
(c) Pitching-moment coefficient. 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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(a) Angle of attack. 
Figure 5.- Aercdynamic characteristics of the low-taper-ratio-ving-bg-boay 
cornhination xith and xithctut fFxed transition. 
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(b) bag coefficient. 
Figure 5.- C m t M .  
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(c) Pitching-moment coefficient. 
Figure 5.- Concluded. - . 
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Figure 7.- Effect of taper ratio on the variation of drag coefficient via 
W h  nmiber for lift coefficients of 0 and 0.3. Basic body. 
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Figure 9.- Effect of taper ratio on the variton o f  incremntal drag 
coeffY.cient betueen lWt coefficients o f  0 and 0.3 ~Lth bfach mnnber. 
Basic body. 
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Figure ll.- Variation of zero-l i f t  drag coefficient and drag-rise  coeffi- 
cient with Mach nfadber for a wing-body configuration 8nd a bcdy of 
revolution simhting the same wing-body configuration. 
Figure l2.- Effect of body  indentation on the wiatian of drag coeffi- 
cient xith Mach nuniber for lift coefficients of 0 and 0.3 for two 
wings with merent taper ratios. 
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Figure 13.- FXfect of body indentation on the variation of drag-rise 
coefficient with Mach  number for two wings  with different  taper 
ratios. 
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Figure 14.- Effect of body indentation on the variation of drag due to 
1W; at a lifi coefficient of 0.3 with Mach number for two x i n g s  with 
W e r e n t  taper ratios.  
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Figure 15.- meet of body inden”don on the variation of max.lrmrm lift- 
drag ratio rith Mach number for tva v h g s  with differeat tqer ratios. 
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Figure 18.- Effect of taper ra t io  on tihe wrla t ion  of lift-curve slope 
snd the longIt.Uaina1 stabFllty pe;ramrter with biach nlrmber. 
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Figure 19.- Wect of taper ratio on the variation of lift coefficient 
for pitch-w Xith Mach Basic b q .  
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